
The World of Interpretation 
The interpretation speech categories are just a 
handful of competition events that are offered in 
speech and debate. These individual events 
include: Dramatic, Duo, Humorous, and Program 
Oral Interpretation. The interpretation events 
challenge the speaker to create three dimensional 
and relatable characters through acting, facial 
expressions, and physical blocking in a published 
story or play. In Drama, the story is coming from 
one character’s perspective. The interpretation is 
generally more serious and emotional. Humor, on 
the other hand, generally involves multiple 
characters in a more uplifting, lighthearted, and 
often silly story intended to make people laugh.  

Duo can take the concepts of Drama and/or humor, 
but to add another twist, if it wasn’t already 
obvious with the name, the speaker performs the 
story with a partner! This challenges both speakers 
to work together as a team to present a speech. 
POI is a single speaker event where the speaker 
chooses a main theme or message that they intend 
for the speech to revolve around. Then, they pull 
out multiple snip bits of literature from play 
scripts, novels, movies, short stories, and/or poems 
and put it all together to form their program/story. 
This challenges the speaker to build a unique story 
and portray an important message without doing 
any writing. Even though the interpretation events 
don’t involve any writing, they still leave room for 
a lot of creativity. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Go to our website, 
www.polandhsforensics.com to learn 
more about the interpretation events. 

 

Links to Videos 

Drama- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJMTINmENEM 

Duo- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=duJaYLOseiU 

Humor- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQ_nRFuYASM&
t=304s 

POI- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hjeMiRWo0qk 
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Meet Your Coaches 
 

 

 

Adam Dwinnells 
Adam specializes in Congressional Debate. As a 
competitor, Adam was a national finalist in Congress 
and is currently studying corporate law at Kent State. 

 

 

Molly Burke 
Molly specializes in the public address events, 

Informative Speaking and Original Oratory. As a 
competitor, Molly was a state champion in Info and is 

currently studying radio broadcasting at YSU. 

  

  

 
Alex Sanders 
Alex specializes in the interp events, Humor, Duo, 
and POI. As a competitor, Alex was a national 
qualifier in Humor and is currently the manager at 
everyone’s favorite arcade, Chuck E Cheese in Niles! 

 

 

Eden Lesnansky 
Eden specializes in the public address events, 

Extemporaneous and Declamation. As a 
competitor, Eden was the 2022 digital state 
champ in Extemp and is now a YSU student. 

  

 
 

Tommy DeLuca 

Tommy specializes in Drama and Humor. As a 
competitor, Tommy was a state qualifier in Humor and 
is currently a theatre major and music minor at YSU. 


